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LMSC Standard Motion for conditional approval to forward a Draft 
Standard 

Mover: ------ Date: ____ _ 
Seconder: _ ____ _ Time: ____ _ 

Moved: 
That, at the request of Working Group 802._, the LMSC Sponsor Executive Committee 

authorize {full document title and identifier} to be forwarded to {LMSC Sponsor Ballot I 
RevCom I NesCom} following a {Working Group I LMSC Sponsor} confirmation ballot with the 
conditions stated below. The initial ballot {has I will} close on the {final I current} vote tally 
being __ Approve, __ Disapprove, __ Abstain. Disapprove votes have been addressed 
to the satisfaction of the voting member and are included in the Approve total above. The 802._ 
Working Group has been unable to satisfy the remaining Disapprove votes for the following 
reasons: 

Conditions: 
1. That the {Working Group I Sponsor} confirmation ballot, scheduled for completion on 
_____ -', completes with no new technical issues being raised by confirmation ballot 
comments. Confirmation ballot comments are limited to the text changed in the draft since the 
initial ballot circulation and any text related directly or indirectly to changed text. Any issue, 
accompanying a confirmation ballot negative vote, that has not been addressed in its entirety as 
part of the current ballot shall be deemed a new negative vote without regard for the voter's 
previous vote. 

2. If the current ballot has not already closed, any negative vote received by the published close 
date above shall nullify the forwarding authority granted above, with the exception of a negative 
vote that is identical in all respects to a negative vote already received and addressed above. 

3. Confirmation ballot comments may be considered at an interim meeting of the Working Group 
that convenes at least 14 days after the close of the confirmation ballot and that has a quorum 
present. Any negative vote that is resolved without technical change to the draft standard shall 
not be deemed a negative vote for the purpose of Condition 2. 

4. Any technical change to the draft standard after the initiation of the confirmation ballot shall 
nullify the forwarding authority granted above; in such case a second and final confirmation 
ballot shall be conducted before again requesting the forwarding of this draft, such request being 
made without conditions, unless the Working Group deems it more appropriate to produce a new 
draft and start the balloting process anew. 

For the information of the LMSC Executive Committee: 

The Working Group vote requesting this approval was __ Approve, ____ Disapprove, 
___ Abstain 

LMSC Motion results: ___ .Approve, ___ Disapprove, ___ Abstain 
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